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A METHOD OF SEPARATION OF EXPONENTIALS AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO TIME DOMAIN SYNTHESIS OF A

FINITE LUMPED-PARAMETER
RELAXATION SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

A systems scientist is always striving to get a good mathemat-

ical model of some physical situation. It is well known that to many

a physical situation there corresponds a linear model from which

analysis can be made to obtain certain information concerning sys-

tem behavior or system parameters. In general, there are two

types of problems which one encounters. The first one is the model

problem. Here a system is given and one wishes to find the response

due to a given excitation,or vice versa. This is known as systems

analysis. The second one is the direct problem. Here an excitation

is applied to a system whose parameters are unknown and the cor-

responding response is measured. If the system is linear, then it is

well known that the excitation and the response are related by a cor-

relation integral, whose kernel is called the impulse response of the

system and from it the system parameters may sometimes be found

[z1. The problem of finding the system and parameters is known as

the synthesis problem. In many cases a system may by synthesized

uniquely if additional information regarding the type of arrangement

of its parameters is known. Also, a systems scientist is sometimes
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interested in a gross picture of a system. Here the actual distributed

system is replaced by a lumped system, partly because it is more

convenient to handle, and partly because a lumped system in many

cases closely approximates its corresponding real distributed sys-

tem. An example for this is the analysis of the distribution of a drug

in the human body [ 15] in which the organs are lumped into compart-

ments.

In the class of linear passive one-ports (Cf. Definition 2.1)

there is a subclass which is characterized by the class of completely

monotonic functions [ 14]. It is known as the class of relaxation

systems which one often encounters in many areas of research.

Examples of relaxation systems in geophysics are the semi-infinite

horizontally stratified earth, which is characterized by the heat flow-

temperature impulse response; and the hydrological system, which is

characterized by the water inflow-water level impulse response [ 2] .

In electrical engineering one has the RC and RL ladders with

either current or voltage as excitation and voltage or current cor-

respondingly as response [ 18]. One of the most important investiga-

tions in biology uses the tracer experiment with lumped compartmental

systems. For example, a known quantity of traced material is sud-

denly injected into an irreversible catenary system. Then the inde-

pendent disappearance of the traced material in each compartment

with time is known to behave exponentially [1, 15]. Hence its



impulse response takes the form

h(t) = b.e
1

i= 1

(1)

where n is the number of compartments, X., i = 1, 2, . ,n,

are the decay constants, and b. are related to the compartment

sizes. Suppose that h(t) has been obtained from an experiment on

an irreversible catenary system as a continuous curve over a finite

interval'. It is desired to find its analytical expression as the right

side of (1). The easiest method is the graphical approach [15] .

But a direct mathematical approach to the problem possesses well-

known pitfalls [10] due to the fact that the series (1) is non-linear

and highly non-orthogonal. One may even resort to Prony's method

[13] . Gardner et al.[ 8] have suggested a method which is based on

the Fourier transform of (1). This is the only known method in which

the number n falls out of the analysis. Among the important prob-

lems which involve the solution of (1), are the problems of radio-

active disintegration, e. g. , of delayed neutron activity [9] , where

each of the radioactive particles decays independently.

In this paper the following problems are investigated

(a) Given the current-voltage impulse response of a finite

RC ladder. Find the system parameters corresponding to their

3



exact location directly in the time domain.

(b) Given an accurate experimental curve which has its

analytical expansion of the form (1). Find the parameters

X . and b., i = 1, 2, ... ,n.

The solution of (a) is based on the mathematical method of

tearing the given system down into n subsystems, and analysis is

performed on each subsystem individually in the time-domain, from

which the system parameters corresponding to their exact locations

can be uniquely determined. The solution of (a) is of great interest

since many finite lumped systems, e. g. , the irreversible catenary

compartmental systems [17] , have their network representation in

the form of an RC ladder. Usually the synthesis of RC networks

is done in the frequency-domain [18] .

The solution of (b), which is of mathematical interest, is

based on the fact that to every completely monotonic function of the

form (1), there corresponds an RC ladder network. It will be

shown that the numbers n and X., i = 1, 2, ,n, correspond

to the number of network elements and the eigenvalues of the system

matrix respectively, while the number b. is related to the first

component of the orthonormal eigenvector corresponding to Xi,

i = 1, 2, ,n.

It may be pointed out here that the solutions to the above

4



mentioned problems are purely formal. That is, no attention is

given to numerical difficulties arising from their use. However,

the solutions do throw added light on problems of this nature.

5



II. GENERAL THEORY OF LINEAR PASSIVE ONE-PORTS AND
THE CLASS OF POSITIVE-REAL FUNCTIONS

In this chapter we shall give definitions and some of the

important theorems concerning linear passive one-ports in general.

Then we shall state some well-known theorems on the class of posi-

tive real functions which will lead to the special subclass corre-

sponding to the class of relaxation systems. We start with

Definition 2.1: A system with only one pair of terminals into which

an excitation f(t) is applied and from which the response g(t) is

observed is called a one-port, or a driving-point system. In particu-

lar if the system is composed of a finite number of lumped elements,

then it is called a finite lumped-parameter one-port.

1 Of course, the limit does not exist in a strict sense since co is
not a number. See [11] .

6

Definition 2.2: [11] The unit pulse function is defined as

0 t< 0

1q(t) 0 < t < (2. 1)

L 0 t> 1

n

Definition 2. 3: The Dirac delta function 5(t) is defined as 1



lim q(t) = 5(t) (2. 2)
n* 00

5(0 =

S°9

t o

such that

b(t)dt = 1 (2. 2.2)

We note that since

lim q(t) = U t 0 ,
n

it is clear that

lina 5 (t) = lirn (lim q(t)) = 0 (2. 3)

t ± t 0 n

Definition 2.4: The impulse response of a one-port is defined to be

the response due to a unit pulse excitation f(t) = 5(t).

The following theorems [20J deal with one-ports. The first

shows that the relationship between an excitation and the correspond-

ing response of a one-port is expressible as a convolution integral.

(2. 2. 1)

7

Or,

r 00 t=o
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Theorem 2.1: A one-port is a convolution operator if and only if it

is (1) linear, (2) single-valued, (3) continuous and (4) time-invariant.

If g(t) is the response due to excitation f(t), we then write

or simply

g(t) = a(t) f(t) = f(t) a(t) (2. 4. 2)

where a(t) is the impulse response of the one-port.

In the sense of Theorem 2.1, the impulse response given

in Definition 2. 4 can be rewritten as follows

Definition 2.5: Let the one-port satisfy the conditions of Theorem

2.1. Then the impulse response is written as

g(t) = a(t) 6(t) = 6(t) (t) (2. 5)

where g(t) = a(t) and SW are respectively the impulse response

and the unit pulse excitation for the given one-port.

We now give the definitions of passivity and causality.

Definition 2. 6: Let the one-port be a convolution operator. Then it

is said to be passive if and only if

oo

g(t) = a(t-T)f(T)dT= gxa(T)f(t-T)dT
-oo

(2.4. 1)



f(t)g(t)dt > 0 V. real T> 0 (2.6)
-oo

where the complex-valued functions f(t) and g(t) are respectively

the excitation and the response of the one-port.

Definition 2.7: A function f(t) is said to be causal if it vanishes

for t < 0 .

The following theorems give the relationships among linearity,

passivity and causality of a one-port.

Theorem 2. 2: A passive one-port which has a convolution repre-

sentation is also causal.

Theorem 2.3: Let a one-port have a convolution representation with

impulse response a(t). It is causal if and only if a(t) 0 for

t < 0.

Since we shall be dealing with real systems only, we give the

following [3] .

Definition 2. 8: A linear passive one-port is said to be real if and

only if real excitations give rise to real responses.

From now on we shall assume that all the functions under

consideration are real, causal and Laplace transformable.

9



We now give the definition of a positive real function [14] .

Definition 2. 9: A function F(s) of a complex variable s is said

to be a positive real function if it is

holornorphic in the right-half s - plane

real whenever s is real

positive whenever Re s > 0

not identically zero.

We are now ready to give the definition of the system function

of a linear passive one-port and the relationship between the imped-

ance and admittance functions [18] .

Definition 2.10: The Laplace transform of the impulse response

a(t) of a given linear passive one-port, denoted by A(s), is called

a driving-point system function, or an irnmittance function which is

either an impedance Z (s) or an admittance Y (s) satisfying

Z(s) Y(s) = Y(s) Z(s) = 1 (2.7)

Definition 2.11: A function F(s) of a complex variable s is

said to be realizable if it is the Laplace transform of the impulse

response of a linear passive system [18] .

10

We now give an important theorem concerning realizability.



there, i. e.

k(0+) = k(0) = 0

1k(n) = [k(n+0) +k( ri-0)]

11

Theorem 2.4: A function F(s) of a complex variable s is

positive real if and only if it is realizable by a continuous linear

passive system. In particular, F(s) is a positive real finite

rational function if and only if it can be realized by a finite lumped-

parameter linear passive system.

The first part of the above theorem is a special case of

Meixner's theorem [14] , and the second part is due to Brune [4] .

We shall now give some theorems concerning relaxation sys-

tems. We first give the definition [14] of spectral functions and

then Cau.er's integral representation of a positive real function [5] .

Definition 2.12. 1: A function k(n) is said to be a spectral func-

tion if

(1) k(r) is defined in -co < < oo and is real

(2) k() is nowhere decreasing

(3) k(1) is bounded, i. e. k(+00) - k(-00) < co

(4) k(1) is continuous at zero and is normalized to zero



Y(s) As + s

Y(s) = As + s

'
2 2

dk(-q)

where A > 0 is real and k(-q) is a spectral function.

Caller [5] also gives an equivalent alternative form of

(2. 8. 1) as follows.

Theorem 2. 5(b): A function Y(s) of a complex variable s is

positive real for Re s > 0 if the following integral exists

°°d (X)

0 s2+X

(2. 8. 1)

(2. 8. 2)

where L4i(X) is a non-decreasing real function, and A > 0 is real.

For our present purpose, we shall call Y(s) an admittance

function. We now state a theorem [14] which will eventually lead to

the relaxation systems.

12

Definition 2. 12. 2: A function 4411) is a spectral function in

0 < < 00 if by odd continuation to negative -q it becomes a

spectral function in the sense of Definition 2. 12. 1.

Theorem 2.5(a): A function Y(s) of a complex variable s is

positive real for Re s > 0 if and only if



Theorem 2. 6: Let Y(s) be a positive real function. Then

1 1

W1(s) sz Y(s2) (2. 9)

W2(s) s 2 Y(S 2 ) (2. 10)

are also positive real if we choose the branch for which arg s = 0

for Re s > 0.

The proof is based on Brune's theorem [4] on positive real

function Y(s), which states that if I arg Y(s) I < jarg s I , for

Iarg s I < then Y(s) is a positive real function. Hence

(2. 9) and (2. 10) follow immediately.

Definition 2. 13: A linear passive one-port with admittance W1 (s)

or Wz(s) is called a relaxation system of the first or second kind

if W1 (s) and W2(s) are related to Y(s) in (2.9) and (2. 10)

respectively.

In order to gain further insight into the properties of relaxa-

tion systems, we again consider (2. 8. 1) which is rewritten in

Meixner's form [14]

Y(s) = As + B + s
2

dk(n) Re s > 0
2 2

S +11

(2. 11)

where A, B are real and non-negative and k(ri) is a spectral

function in the sense of Definition 2. 12, 2. Then (2. 9) and (2. 10)

13



can be rewritten respectively as

oo
1+v

W1(s) =Als + B +s
1 s+v d .4)1(v)

oo
B2 tc 1+v

W2(s) = A ++
2 s s+v

0

oo

hi(t)e-stdt dc13.(v), Re s > 0
s+v

1

(2. 12. 1)

d cfo2(v) (2. 12.2)

2where is replaced by v and k(n) by cl)i(v) (i = 1, 2)

both defined in 0 < v < 00 and continuous at v = 0, A. and B.
1 1

are real and non-negative. The Laplace -Stieltjes transforms of

cl)i(v), i = 1, 2, are

oo

hi(t) = e-vt cic1),i(v), i = 1, 2, (2. 13)
0

which are completely monotonic in 0 <t < 00. Now taking the

Laplace transform of hi(t), we get

(2. 14)

We write

oo oo
"1 c°1

s+v 4i(v) s
4.(v) = s[ -dc13.(v) -s s+v -0 s 1 Os+v 10 0

(2. 15)

Using (2. 14) and (2. 15), (2. 12. 1) and (2. 12. 2) can be rewritten as

14



W1 (s) = Als + B1+ s

B2W2(s) = A2 +7 +

It now becomes clear that the admittance functions W1(s)

and W2(s) can be mapped into the set of real non-negative A.

and B. and the completely monotonic function h.(t) in
i 10co<t <00 with h.( ) = 0. Meixner [ 14] also shows that the imped-

ance functions Z1 (s) and Z2(s) have the same properties as

W1(s) and W2(s).

We now give the representations of (2.11),(2.12.1) and (2.12.2)in

the finite-lumped parameter case [16 ] . They are quite important since

we shall be dealing only with the finite lumped cases. We have

Y(s) = As +

Setting 2ki! = ki, (2. 17. 1) becomes

k.s
Y(s) = As + + 22 (2. 17. 2)

s +w.

Hence the finite cases of (2.12.1) and (2.12.2) have the respective

representations,

2 k. s
(2. 17. 1)

oo

15

e-sth1(t)dt + s 2

o o

e-5t[hi(0)-h1(t)] dt

Do

(2. 16. 1)

e -sth (t)dt + s
g e-st[h2 (0) h (t)] dt (2. 16. 2)

2
0



kis
W1(s) = A1s + B1 + s+X

n, k
B2 i

W2
(s) = A2 + s +

s+X .

i

(2. 18.2)

2where we have written X. w.. It is clear that WI(s)/s has the

same property as (2.18. 2). This is well-known in Network Theory

[19] . Since if WI(s) and W2(s) are thought of as driving-point

admittances of an RC, and RL networks respectively, then

W2(s) and W1 (s) can be thought of as the RC and RL driving-

point impedances respectively. Since (2. 14) has Stieltjes continued

fraction expansion [7] , it follows that (2. 18. 1) and (2. 18. 2) can also

be expanded into continued fractions with positive coefficients, which

correspond to Cauer's [18] finite ladder networks with RC or RL

elements only.

In this paper we shall be interested in Cauer's finite ladders of

relaxation type. We shall give two examples of finite lumped relaxa-

tion one-ports, each with its corresponding electrical network analog.

They are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 based upon reference [2] .

The equations describing their motions will also be given.

Finally, we give a definition and theorem concerning it for

the stability of linear passive one-port.



Definition 2.14: A linear passive one-port is said to be stable if

a bounded excitation gives rise to a bounded response for all t > 0.

In the sense of the above definition we state the following

well-known theorem [3] .

Theorem 2.8: A linear passive one-port is said to be stable if and

only if its impulse response a 1(t) is in Ll' e.

Sx1 a1 (t)ldt <°°
0

(2.19)

It is clear that relaxation systems of both kinds are stable

systems.

17



Figure la. Mass-Resistance Ladder.

m. = mass; k. dashpot conductance;

x. = displacement; f0 = excitation force

du.
1

rn. fi- 1
-f.

i dt

k.f. = (u. -u . )11 1 14-1

= 1,2,3, - , n

dx.-where u., = 0, m
n+1

oo
1 dt n+1

x1(t) al(t) f0(t)

a1(t)
is the impulse response .

A1(s) is the admittance function.

9Y) o0Or'

18

(2.20)



Figure lb. Inductance-Resistance Ladder.

v. = voltage; i current; L. = inductance;

R. resistance

di.
L. dt - v. - v.1-1

V. R (i i )
i+ 1

i

where Ln+1 = 00 and i 0n+1=

i1(t) =131(0 v0(t)

b1(t) is the impulse response.

B1(s) is the admittance function.

19
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qs-1
T1-1

Figure 2a. Hydraulic-Capacitance-Resistance Ladder.

q. = flow; k. water conductance; h. -7- water level

displacement; f. = container cross -section

dh.f. -
dt 1-1

k,q=hi+1)
i = 1,2, n

where fn+1
00 and hn+1 = 0

hi(t) = y1(t) q0(t)

y1(t) is the impulse response.

r1(s) is the impedance function.

Note that the flow is laminar.

20

(2.22)



Figure 2b. Capacitance-Resistance Ladder.

i.= current; v. = voltage; R. = resistance;
1 1 1

C.= capacitance

dv.C.-dt 1-1

(2.23)
1 I

R `vi v.+1)

= 1,2, ,n

where
Cn+ 1

= co and
vn+ 1

=0

vi(t) s1(t) i0(t)

s1 (t) is the impulse response.

S1(s)
is the impedance function.

21



III. FORMULATION OF PROBLEMS AND METHOD
OF SOLUTIONS

Statement of Problem 1 and Solution

Given the finite lumped-parameter RC one-port network

shown in Figure 3. Assuming that all the elements of the network
(1)are concealed in a black box, find the system parameters C. and

(1)
R. and the number of elements n based on the impulse response

of the system obtained from the relationship between the given cur-
(1)rent excitation q(1)(t) and the measured voltage response

v1
(t)

0

at the left-hand terminal pair in the time domain.

L

Figure 3. RC One-port Network .

22



(1)Let q( t) = 8(0 be the current excitation applied to the
)left end of the given system, and let v.(1 denote the corresponding

hvoltage response of the .t element, where the superscript (1)

denotes the location at which the excitation is applied. Then the

behavior of the system is governed by the following equations

(1)
dv.c(1) 1 (1) (1)
dt qi-1 qi

(3. 1)

voltage response

(1) (1) (1) (1)
qi (v. - v. )

1 1 1+1

i = 1, 2,

t 0

1where we have written k(1) for , and the end conditions
R(1)

(1)are C (1) = (>9 and= 0. Then ibyDefinition 2. 5 in the last
n+ 1

section, the impulse response a1(t) of the given RC one-port is

given by

a1 (t) = v1(1) (t) (3. 2)

Physically it is impossible for us to measure the voltages at

certain desired points inside the black box. However, we can con-

sider the given system as being broken down into n subsystems

based on the given current excitation q(1) (t) and the measured
0

(1)
vl (0. Hence we can analyze each subsystem

independently in the time domain in order to determine the number

23



Figure 4. The jth Subsystem.

We now give the definition of the impulse response of the jth

subsystem as follows.

Definition 3. 2: Let qWC0=5Nandv(.i)(t) be the excitation
0

24

of elements n in the black box and the system parameters C(.1)

( 1)
and R. , i = 1, 2,3, ,n. We start with the definition of the

subsystem as follows.

Definition 3. 1: The new RC one-port obtained by taking away the
.t

first (j-1) elements of the given RC one-port is called the j
h

subsystem, j = 1, , n. In particular, we define the first sub-

system, i. e. , for j = I, to be the given RC one-port.

.tA typical j
h substytem is depicted in Figure 4.

ht
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current at the left end and the voltage response of the i.th element

trespectively,
i = 1, 2, - , n-j+1. Then the impulse response a.( t)

3

.of the 3
th subsystem is given, according to Definition 2.5, by

ta.( ) = v1(j)(0 (3. 3)

for each j, j = 1, 2, 3, n.

h.tThe behavior of the j

ing equations.

(j)dv.
1

(i)
dt q1. q.i 1-

(j) (i) (i) (j)q. =
1 1 1+1

= 1, 2,3, ,n-j+1

(j) 1
where k. -i) with end conditions

(R.

,We now show that once the impulse response of the thsub-

tsystema.( ) is known then the impulse response a. +,(t) of the
3

(i+ ost subsystem can be calculated. We have the following

th.Theorem 3. 1: Let the 3 subsystem be excited by q) = 6(t)
0

whose impulse response is given by (3. 3). Then the impulse

tresponsea .1 ( ) of the (j+l)st subsystem is related to v(t)
j+

and q (i)(t) L 6(t) by
1

subsystem is governed by the follow-

t > 0

(3. 4)

(i)
=

co and v = O.C11- j+ 2 n-j+2



In general

have

q (i)(t)
v2j)(t)= v 10)(t) - 1(j)

k1

Since lim 8(t) = 0 , (3. 6) becomes

t 0

dv (j)(t)
(j) 1

= q (j)(t)
1 dt 1

0)
(j)

V2 (t)= (i) q ti
fo

k (i)

t > 0-

t> 0

(3. 6)

(3. 7)

q (j)(t) 4 5(t). However, from Theorem 2. 1 about the
1

impulse response aj+i(t) of a one-port with arbitrary excitation

q (t) 6(t) and the corresponding voltage response vz (t) we
1

26

v2(i)(t)aj+1(t) q1(t) (3. 5)

q(t) and v(i)(t)where are the excitation current and the
1 2

voltage response of the second element of the jth subsystem respec-

tively.

Proof: From (3. 4) for i 1 we have

dv (i)(t)
C 1 - 5(t) - q (i)(t)

dt 1



V (i)(t) = a. , (t) q (j)(t)
2 j+1 1

where q (i)(t) and v (i)(t) are given by (3.7).
1 2

We have the following obvious

Corollary 3.1.1: Let the (j+l)st subsystem be excited by
(j+1)

q0+1)(t) = 6(t) giving rise to the response vl (t) Then the
0

timpulseresponse
a .j+1

( ) is given by

a. (t) v1
3+1 1

and is identical with that obtained from (3.5).

The proof follows directly from the impulse response defini-

tion of a linear passive system.

We use a well-known definition due to S. Bernstein [14] .

Definition 3.3: A function f(t) is said to be completely monotonic

in 0 < t <oo if it has finite derivatives of every order in 0 < t < oo

and if

(-1)kf("0: k = 0,1,2, n,

are satisfied there and f(0+)< co.

Q. E. D.

(3.8)
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Theorem 3. 2: The impulse response a1(t) of the first subsystem

is completely monotonic in 0 < t < co .

)Proof: )3y eliminating q(1i (t) between the equations given in

(3. 1) for every i and writing the results in matrix form, we have

where

F(1) =

H(1) =

E(1) =

d
dt

5(t)

(3. 9. 1)

(3. 9. 2)

(3. 9. 3)

(3. 9. 4)

) (1)
+ K(1)H(1) E(1) (3. 9)



and the system matrix

K(1) =

k(1) - k(1)
1 1

-k(1)(k(1)+k(1)) - k(1)
2 2 3 3

(1) (1) (1) -k(1)(k +k. ) .
1-1 i-1 1 1

(1) (1) (1)-,- (1) -(1)sF H + K H = E

(1) (1) (1) (1)-k. (k +
1 1+1 1+1

(1) (1) (1) (1)
-kn- 2(kn- 2 + kn- 1)-kn-1

(1) (1) (1)
-kn-1(kn-1+ kn )

which is real symmetric and positive definite (see Lemma 3. 1).

Taking the Laplace transform of (3. 9), we have

(3. 10)

29

(3.9. 5)

(1) (1) (1)where H and E are the Laplace transforms of

( 1) (1) (1)
TE- (1) has onlyDH , H and E' The matrix

one non-zero first component which is equal to 1. We now define

(1)
-k1

(1)
(k1

(1)
+ k2 )

(1)
- k2



a matrix

B(1) =

(1) (1)-s,(1) (1) (1)-,-(1) --(1)
sF B Y + K B y =E

(3.11)

Clearly i(1) .
(1) B(1)T, where B s the transpose of B(1)T

Now let (1) B(1):i-r (1), then (3.10) becomes

(3.12)

30

Pre-multiplying (3.12) by BT 1)TF(1)B ( 1 )
( and, noting that B(

we get

(1)+ G(1)-i7.- (1) -6(1) (3.13)

(1) (1) (1)where a , and G(1) = B(1)TK(1)B(1) is also a real

symmetric and positive definite matrix. Hence its n eigenvalues



(1)
= 1, 2, , n, are positive real and distinct (see Lemma 3. 1).

It follows that there exist n orthonormal eigenvectors

b ii

(1)
b2i

satisfying

G(1)up.) = X(1)u(.1)

u(1) =

(1)

(1) (1)-- (1) (1) (1)
We now expand Y , G Y and Q in a series of u. .

1

Then (3. 13) is rewritten as

(1)a .u. +11
1=1 i=1 1=1

where a .and 13. are coefficients to be determined. For p
1 1

i.

we have

(0, 1 ,(1)viU. (i)
1

31

= 1, 2, ,n (3. 14. 1)

(1) (1) (1)a .X. u. = 13.u.ii 1 ,

(3. 14. 2)

(3. 15)

(3. 15. 1)



From (3.15) and (3.15.1) we get

Hence

(1)
b

1 lia.
1

'VC(11)
s+X(.1)

- (1)v (s) =

1=1

n (1) (1)
bli ui1

Since we are interested in the first component of
(1)y
1

(s), (3.14.1) and (3.16) give

1 s c

1

(1)a .u.ii

( (1)
\ICI 1=1

s +X.

1 i=

fl

Again since (1) = B(1)-1(1), then the first component of

(1)namely v1 (s), is given by

The inverse Laplace transform of (3.18) yields immediately

32

(3.15.2)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

-isr(1), namely



(3.19)
(1)

(b (.1))Z e(1), 1

1 t) - (1) , t 0
c

1 i=1

It is clear that v (1)(t) satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.3
1

and must be completely monotonic in 0 t < co . It follows that the

impulse response a1
(t) v (1)(t) is completely monotonic in

1

0 t < oo

Q. E. D.

tWenow propose to show that the impulse response a.( t) of

.tthe 3

h subsystem is also completely monotonic in 0 t < co,

a tndwe wish to derive a formula for a.( ) which is true for every

(j)j. We note that by eliminating qi (t) in (3.4) we can rewrite

(3.4) in matrix form similar to (3. 9), with superscript (1) being

replaced by superscript (j). We first show that the system matrix

K(i) is positive ck,finite and tha its eigenva3us are distinct. We have

the following

Lemma 3. 1: Let K(i) denote the system matrix of the jth

subsystem, where

33



k(j) - k(j)
1 1

-k (j) k (j) + k (j)) - k(j)
1 1 2 2

-k(j) (k(j) + k(j)) - k(j)
2 2 3 3

K(j)
-k(j) (j)+ k(j)) - (j)

i-1 i-1 i

(j) (j) (j) (j)-k. (k. + k. ) - k.
1 1+1 3.+1

-k (k + k W.) - k(i).
n-3-1 n-3-1 n-3 11-.1

-k (j). (k(j) + k (j). )

n-3 n-3 n-3+1

Then (i) K(i) is positive definite.

(ii) the n-j+1 characteristic roots of K(i) are distinct.

Proof: To prove the first statement we note that by performing a finite

number of row operations on KW, we get

34

(3.20)



=

k(j) k (j)
1 1

k k(j)
2 2

3 3

kk.-

(j)k . - k .n-j n-j

k(j)n-j+1

Since all the k's are positive, it is clear that

det K(i) = k(j) k(j) k(i) k (j). k (j). > 0. It follows that
1 2 3 n-j n-j+1

K(i)' has rank (n-j+1). But K(i) and K(j)1 are row equivalent,

and they therefore must have the same rank. This implies that there

are n-j+1 eigenvalues X!(i) which are non-zero. But K(i) is

real symmetric, hence Xi(J) are real and non-zero. It remains

to be shown that X. > 0.

ABy Gersgorin' s theorem (see Theorem B, Appendix 1), it

1(j)follows that X. are non-negative for i 1, 2, 3, n-j+1.

35

(3. 21)
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'0)Since we have already shown that X. are non-zero, it follows

K0)immediately that X. > 0 for every Hence is positive

definite. This proves (1).

(ii) To prove the second statement we first note that KW

is a real (n-j+1)X (n-j+1) Jacobi matrix. Since k()) is real and

0) 0)positive for each i, then (-k. )(-k. ) > 0 for i ,n-j.

/0)It follows from Theorem C in Appendix 1 that are distinct,

i = 1,2,3,

Q. E. D.

We are now ready to prove the following

Theorem 3.3: Let the impulse response of the first subsystem be

g t) of the jgiven by (3.19). Then the impulse response a.( th

subsystem in the sense of Definition 3.2 is also completely monotonic

in 0 t < 00. In fact, for each j we have

n-j+1
2 -X0)t

a.(t) - (b0))1

3 c(3)
1 i= 1

(3.22)

which is of the same form as (3. 9), except superscript (1) being

Proof: Equation (3. 4) can be written in matrix form as

F(DDH(i) + (3.23)
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replaced by superscript (j) and n by n-j+1. Proceeding along

the same line as the proof of Theorem 3.2, we note that the matrix

G(i) = 13(3)T0i)B(.1) is real symmetric and positive definite since

is positive definite by Lemma 3.1. Hence GO) has positive

real and distinct eigenvalues X i = 1,2, ,n-j+1. Then

there exist n-j+1 orthonormal eigenvectors

satisfying

G(j)u(.i) X(.i)u(.i) i= 1, 2,3 n-j+1 . (3.24.2)

The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 We

finally arrive at

(3. 24. 1)

(i)
vi (t)

n-j+1 2

1 (b (j) ) eii(i)
1 i=1

w thichis completely monotonic in 0 t <00. Since a.( ) = v (i)t
3 1

t 0 (3.25)



it must have the representation (3.22).

Q. E. D.

We are now in a position to do the time domain synthesis of

the given RC system. However, we need the following

Lemma 3.2: Let

b(j)(n-j+1)i

be the ith orthonormal eigenvector corresponding to each eigen-

value X(.'n of the matrix GO), i 1, 2,3, ,n-j+1. Then for

each fixed k and j, we have

n-j+1 2

(b(j)) = 1ki j ----- 1,2,3, ,n (3.26)

i=1 k 1, 2,3, ' ,n-j+1

Proof: Let R denote the orthogonal matrix with

R = (u (j), u(i) u(i). ). Then RRT = I where RT is the
j+1

transpose of R. Since detR z4 0, then R has a unique inverse.
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But RT is the right inverse of R, then we can write

RR
T RTR I

TT
But R = (R ) , then we have

RT(RT = I

i. e RT is orthogonal, and its column vectors are mutually

orthogonal. Hence its length given by (3.26) must be equal to 1

for each k.

Q. E. D.

Theorem 3.4: Let the impulse response of the jth subsystem

be given by (3.22). Then for each j,

c(i) 1 j = 1,2,3, (3.27)
1 a.(0+)

3

Proof: Since by (3.22)

n-j+1 (j)

a.(t) -
(Du'li

1,1

) e
2 -X.. t

1 j = 1,2,3, n,
GO)

1 i=1

then
n-j+1

2
1 0.))liurna .(t) - (b W)

0+ 3 C (j)
11

i=11
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n-j+l 2

But (b(i)) = 1 for eachii
1=1

It follows immediately that

described by (3. 4). Then

(i) ci(ii)(°+)
k1 -

v (i)(0+)
1

Also,

k(i) = C(i)q(i)(0+)
1 1 1

dv(i)(t)
(i) 1

Cl dt
(t)

(i)
(i)v2 (t)v(j)(t) q1 (t)

1 -
k(3)

1

Consider (3. 29. 2). We note that

lirn v (j)(t) = 0.
t o+

c(j) - 1 1

1 Tim a .(t) a .(0+)t 0+ 3

40

Q. E. D.

(3. 28. 1)

(3. 28, 2)

Proof: For i = 1 (3.4) becomes (3.7) when t > 0. That is,

(3. 29. 1)

(3. 29. 2)

(3. 30)

Theorem 3. 5: Let the behavior of the jth subsystem be

j, by Lemma 3. 2 with k 1.



(i)Since v. (t), i > 1 , is continuous at all values of t and by

causality 0 for all t < 0. Hence taking limits at t 0+ on

both sides of Equation (3.29.2), we get

and since by Theorem 3.1

lim q(3) (t)
(3)(0+)1

(
q

j) 0+
1k1- lim(i)(t) (i)(0+)V1

+ 1 1t 0

which is (3. 28. 1). Also, v(i)(0+) = a.(0+). By Theorem 3.4
1

k(3) = C (3)q (3)(0+),
1 1 1

which is (3. 28. 2).

Q.E.D.

We now come to our final

T theorem3. 6: Let a.( ) be the impulse response of the jth
3

subsystem. Then

a (t) = 0 3Lt.
n+1

Proof: Since the end condition of (3. 4) gives

VW.n-j+2(t) 0
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and

v2 kt) = a.1(t) q

then for j = n, the above two equations become

(n)(t) .0 =
an+ 1(t) 1

Since q(n)(t) 0, by continuity of current flow, then
1

an+1(t) = 0 t > 0

Q. E. D.

k(i)We note that
C(1i)

and obtained from Theorems
1

3.4 and 3. 5 respectively are the capacitance and the conductance of

the first RC element of the jth subsystem respectively. Hence

they are related to the system parameters of the first subsystem.

This motivates the following

kDefinition 3.4: Let CO) and be the first capacitance and
1 1

conductance of the jth subsystem respectively. Then we define

42

(1) are
ifor i = j, j = 1, 2,3, . , n, where C and k(1

h.t)

capacitance and conductance of the first subsystem respectively.

We now summarize our solution to problem 1 as follows.



Given a passive RC one-port concealed in a black box shown in

Figure 3. We wish to synthesize the system based on its impulse

response function al(t).
By definition the impulse response a(t) of a linear system

is the response due to a unit impulse excitation. In practice, it is

impractical trying to generate an impulse current excitation 5(t).

However, we can apply any arbitrary current excitation q(t) to a

system and observe its voltage response v(t). Then

v(t) = a(t) q(t)

from which a(t) can be computed by evaluating the above convolu-

tion integral. Since a(t) characterizes the system behavior, it

does not change with any excitation-response pair.

Once the function al(t) has been obtained by applying an

arbitrary current excitation to our system, we can treat it as if it

were obtained by having applied an impulse function q(1) (t) = 6(0
0

43

to the system, since the function a1(t) is characteristic and

independent of any excitation. Then the corresponding voltage re-

(1)sponse vi (0 will be equal to ai(t). Hence from (3. 27) and

(3.28.2) we can obtain C(1) and k(1) - respectively.1

1 1 R(1)
1We now imagine that the first element is removed and that we are

now working with a new system, namelythe second subsystem. We

compute a2(t) from Equation (3. 5) for j = 1° Than a2(0= v(12)(0.



(2)and k1

respectively. This process of analyzing the system piecemeal is

(i)repeated until we come to a particular j for which0.vn-j+2

Then Theorem 3.6 ensures the termination of the process. Hence

the number of elements n is determined. Using Definition 3.4

and putting the CO) and k(i) at their appropriate locations, the
1 1

synthesis of the given RC one-port is complete.

A simple example illustrating our time domain method is

given in Appendix 2. The results are then compared with those

obtained by the standard continued fraction expansion method in the

frequency-domain.

Statement of Problem 2 and Solution

Given a continuous function 11(0 in 0 < t < T, which has

been obtained accurately from an experiment whose analytical expres-

sion in the form of a finite sum of exponentials is unknown. Deter-

mine n, the number of components, and for each i from 1

through n, A. and X. which are real and positive when

X. X. for i j
1 3

h(t)

such that

'2) A e

i=1

0 < t < T

t < 0

(3.31)

44
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We first note that (3.31) satisfies the conditions of Definition

3.3 in 0 <t < T and hence must be completely monotonic there.

Furthermore if the parameters n, A. and X., i = 1,2,

can be found, then h(t) must be completely monotonic in 0 < t <

with h(00) = 0. By Meixner's theorem [14] h(t) can be thought

of as the impulse response of a finite lumped relaxation system. The

solution of (3.31) then reduces to reconstruction of a finite lumped-

parameter RC one-port based on the given function h(t).

Consider again, the finite RC one-port shown in Figure 3

whose impulse response is given by (3.19), i. e.

(1)2

v(1) (t) - 1
(l)) e

-Xi
t

1 (1)
0 t < 00

1 i=1

and we note that

lim v(1)(t) 00 .

c(1)0+
1

1

Substituting the expression on the right side of Equation (3.19) for the

right side of Equation (3.31), we get

-x(1)t
2 i

(1)) e1 0 <t < T (3. 32)h(t) -



where

(1)
XX.

1
(b(1))2A. =

1 C(1) li
1

Appendix 2.

i= 1,2,3, ,n .

Using the time domain synthesis method, we can get

and 0.1), i = 1,2, ,n, from (3.27) and (3.28.2) respectively,

the integer n being determined by Theorem 3.6. Now putting

C(1) and k(1) back into the matrix G' B(1)T (1)B(1) in

Theorem 3.2, we obtain the distinct eigenvalu_es(.1) > 0,

i = 1,2, Corresponding to each ?P we compute the

(1)orthonormal eigenvector u. in the form (3.14.1), i. e.

2i

i = 1,2,3, ,n

Taking the first component of the above, knowingC(1) A. can
1 '

be obtained immediately. An example of the method is given in

46

(3.33.1)

(3.33.2)
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APPENDICES



of all discs

I z -a I < P

where P is the sum of the absolute values of the off-diagonal

elements in the ith row.

Theorem C [12] : Let

A=

i= 1, 2, n

b
1

c 1

a2 b2 c2

b3
C3

a b cn-1 n-1 n-1

a b
n n
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APPENDIX 1

In proving Lemma 3. 1, we made use of the following [ 6]

Definition: An n X n matrix B is said to be row equivalent to

an n X n matrix A if and only if B can be obtained by per-

forming a finite number of elementary row operations on A.

Theorem A: Row equivalent matrices have the same rank.

ATheorem B (Gersgorin) [12] : The characteristic roots of an n X n

complex matrix A lie in the closed region of the z-plane consisting
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be an n X n real Jacobi matrix with a.c, > 0, i = l, 2, n.
3. 1- I

Then the characteristic roots of A are simple.



We have

v(1) (t) = a1
(t) q(1) (t)

1 0

Since q(1) (t) = 5 (t), therefore
0

1 1

(1)
a1 (t) =

v1
(t) = e-t + 2e + 3e- t 0 (2)

Assuming that we know nothing about the system parameters, we

wish to use our method of time domain synthesis on the given

impulse response
a1(t)

in (2).

By (3. 27), we have

C(1) -

a1
(0+)

6

1 1
(3)

APPENDIX 2

(A) Consider the RC one-port shown in the following figure.

(1)
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By (3.7) for j = 1,

(1)
1 1dv (t) , _t(1) 1 (e +e z +e i)q1(t)C at 6

Now using (3.28.2) for j = 1, we get

(1) (1) (1) + 1 (1) 1

(1)
(5)k1 = C1 q1 (0 ) - 12 R 12

1

Taking away the first RC element so that we are working now with

the second subsystem, we make use of (3.7) j 1. Then

(1) (1) 1 (1)
v2 (t) (vi (t) - q1

(t))
km

1

--1t
3

= -e-t +e

By (3.5 j= 1 we have

(1)
v2 (t) a2(t) q1(1) (t)

from which

2

a2(t) = v1(2)(t) -
3q13

[(N/13+2)e

-( )t11+N/13 -(11-\/13)t18 18
+ (N/13-2)e

which is the impulse response of the second subsystem. Using (3.27)

with j = 2

c(2) 1 3

a (0+)
41

2
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(4)



Again, using (3.7) for j = 2

dv(2)(t)
q(2)(t) = -C(2) 1

1 1 dt

1
[ (35+N113)e

36413

By (3. 28. 2) j = 2

(2) (2) (2) +qi (0 )

We now take away the second RC element. Using (3.7) for j = 2,

we get

(2)
V2 (t) [v(2)(t)

-
1 (2),

(2) ql tij
(1

--(11+N/13 )t -(11-N/13 )t
6 18 18

[-e
13413

Since

(2)(t) a3(t) *
q1

(2)
v2 (t)

6-- t
12 13

a3 (t) ----2 e
(13)

which is the impulse response of the third subsystem. Hence, again,

by (3.27) for j = 3

53

11+j13

+(N/13-35)e

(2) 1

11_41311-j13

] (10)

(11)

18

13 .

-2-4- . .

yt
18

24RI -
k(2)

1

13



Now by (3.7)

dv(3)(t)
q(3)(t) - C(3) 1

1 1 dt

6

= 163 e
13

By (3.28.2) for j = 3

=k(13)

C(3)q(2)(0+) = .
1 1 2

By (3.7) with j = 3

Now

C
(13)21(3) -

1

a3 (0+)
12

(3)1 (3)
V2 (t) = [v(13)(t) -

05
q, (t)]

)
1

6 6
t --t

1Z 13 2 6 13
-( 13)( )e = 0

(13)2

(3) (3)
v2 (t) = a4(t) c11 (t)

Since v(3)(t) = 0 by (18), then by Theorem 3. 6
2

a4(t)= 0 t
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(18)

(1-9)

(20)

R(3) -
1

1 2
(17)

k(3)
1

-
13



which is the end of the process.

By Definition 3. 4

We shall now use the continued fraction expansion in the

frequency domain to show that the results are identical.

Taking the Laplace transform of (2), we get

7
6s2 + 8s + --SA (s) - Re s > 0 (22)

3 11 1
S + s

6

1

Now expand (22) into continued fraction

55

R
(1)

1

R
(2)

R(3)
1

= 12

=
(1)

R2 =

(I)
= R3 =

24

'

(1)C
1

(2)c
1

C(3)
1

1
=

6

=
(1)

C2

(1)C
3

3
= 76i

(13)
2

(21)

2

13
-

12



2 7 3 11 2 1 s
6s +8s+-3)s +Ts +s+-6- (-6-

382 7
S +73s + s

1211 1 2 7-is s + -6- ) 6s + 8s + -3- (12

6s2+ 22s+2
3

2 1, 1 2 11 1, 3
s + ) -2- s + s + -6- - s

121-is +zis
13 1 2 1 24
7-6s +-6 )--3s+-3(-13

2 4

1 13 1 (13)2
) s+ (

13 X 3 36 6 12

13s
36

1 \ 1 2
6 /13X 3 13

1

13 X 3

1 1 1

A (s) - +
1

1 12+
3

4 5 241
(13)213

12 5 + 2

13

from which

1
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(23)



(1) 1
C1 = 6-

C(1)
2 4

(1)
R = 12

1

(1) 24Rz

(1) (13)2 (1) 2C3 =R312 13

(B) Suppose that h(t) is continuous in 0 < t < T which is of the

form

-X.t
h(t) A.e 1 (24)

1

i=

We wish to find n, A. and X. in order to determine the
1

analytic expression of h(t). Since the verification of our method

is formal, we make use of (2) and assume that we know nothing about

the parameters being sought. We first write

h(t) = Aie (b(1)) e
(1) li

2 -X. t(1)

(25)

i=1 i=1

0 < t < T

Now we treat h(t) in (25) as the impulse response a1(t) of some

finite lumped RC one-port. Using the time domain synthesis

method,we arrive at the system parameters given in (21), where
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has been determined to be equal to 3. It now remains to find Ai

iandX., = 1,2,3.

The system matrix H(1) for n = 3 is given by

(1) k((II)) (1) (1)

1
-k(1)

H= -lc., (k1 +k2 ) - k2:1)

1

(1) (1) (1)
0 -k2 k2 +k3

and

B(1) =13(1)T=

G
(1) (1)

(1)B(1)T =
q2

- 6

2 6
Ni2

1 5 13

- 12 8 - 24

13 (13)2
24 24

0

\112
13
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(26)

(27)

(28)
6



Now,

X(1) = 1 : b(1)
1 21

(1) 1 (1)
X2 2: b22

b(1)
23

(1)
iCorresponding

to each X. , 1, 2,3, we get respectively the

orthonormal eigenvectors as follows

1-2

3
_

N/12
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1
-

2

J2
6

'42 0

1

6
=o (29)

6

x)
6

1 1
0

6 (-2- X)

from which

X(1) =
1

1 , X(1)2 = 2'
(1)

X. = --1
3 3

(30)



bY3)

Hence,

1 i=1

(1)h(t) = a1(t) -
1 V

c (1) Z, (bli ) e

1 Nj2 2 2

= [ ( ) e (-=2)
NJ12

1 1

--3
t

2
= e-t +2e +3e

1 1

,42
2 --3t(7)e
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(33)

which is identical with (2). Hence we get

Al = 1 X1 = 1

1

A2 = 2 X2 = 2

1

A3 = 3 X3 = 3

(1)
X3

=
1

:

(1)
b23

b(1)33J

1

2

1

2




